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SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft is aiming to build
lasting relationships with Windows 10, the
operating system to be launched on
Wednesday and seen as critical to reviving the
fortunes of the once-dominant tech giant. For
the first time, Microsoft is making a major new
version of Windows available free as an
upgrade to anyone using either of the prior
two generations of the system. The goal is to
swiftly have Windows 10 powering a billion
devices, creating  a gigantic audience to induce
developers to crank out must-have apps for the
platform.

Microsoft hopes to break the cycle in which
consumers shun Windows for mobile because
it lacks the large catalog of applications found
on rival platforms, thus discouraging app mak-
ers from creating Windows versions. Hit apps
could ramp up popularity of Windows-driven
hardware made by Microsoft and its partners,
and increase opportunities for the company to
make money from online activities such as
search, shopping and software as services in
the Internet cloud. “This is all in the direction of
building a relationship, being connected with
you,” Forrester Research analyst Frank Gillett
said of Windows 10.

“They make it free so developers make
good stuff. And then create an ongoing rela-
tionship instead of just a transaction, which is
how Microsoft has operated in the past.”
Microsoft has built its empire on packaged
software sold to computer users and makers.

Windows remains the leading operating sys-
tem for personal computers but has failed to
gain traction on mobile devices such as smart-
phones and tablets, dominated by Google’s
Android and Apple’s iOS.

‘Aggressive’ move
Special events are planned in 13 cities

around the world in tribute to the more than
five million “insiders”  who took part in a
Windows 10 test period. The operating system

will come as a free upgrade to people who
already use Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 and will
be available in 190 countries. Microsoft is not
making Windows 10 free to computer makers,
which is where it has historically gotten the bulk
of its revenue from the operating system. “The
piece that is given away free is a piece that
nobody was buying anyway,” Gartner analyst
Stephen Kleynhans said. “You can think of the
free upgrade almost as being a teaser-a free
sample of the new operating system.”

Microsoft has also made Windows available
free to makers of small-screen gadgets such as
smartphones or tablets to gain traction in the
mobile market. Windows 10 will come pre-
installed on Microsoft-compatible computers
and tablets from July 29 and will be available for
purchase later in the year. The move marks a
major launch for Microsoft, after the lukewarm
response to Windows 8, which was rolled out in
2013. To mark the shift, Microsoft skipped
directly from Windows 8 to Windows 10. “This
the first time they have gone two generations
back and said you are getting it free. It is pretty
aggressive,” said independent technology ana-
lyst Rob Enderle of Enderle Group. “They are
doing it because Windows 8 bounced. They
have to move the Windows 7 and 8 users and
do it en masse.”

High hopes
Microsoft has high hopes for Windows 10,

which it wants to see installed in a billion

devices around the world by 2018. Some 1.5 bil-
lion machines run on earlier versions of the
operating system. Windows 10 boasts a com-
mon base on which developers will be able to
build apps that work on smartphones, tablets,
PCs and desktops, and even Xbox. It will also
feature virtual assistant Cortana. The new oper-
ating system is critical for Microsoft as the PC
market has been shrinking while smartphone
sales have boomed. And even in PCs, the long-
time Microsoft bastion is under siege by devices
such as Android or Apple tablets and Google
Chromebooks. “The hope is to pull the applica-
tion guys over, particularly on the phone side
where Microsoft has struggled, and give users a
common experience on phone, tablet, and PC,”
Enderle said. “Microsoft phones are still strate-
gic.”

Early this month, Microsoft said it will cut
7,800 jobs and wrote down the value of the
struggling mobile phone division it acquired
last year from Nokia by some $7.6 billion. The
announcement represented the second major
round of layoffs in a year for Microsoft, which
cut some 18,000 jobs a year ago as part of its
effort to integrate the Finnish-based phone
group. Microsoft said that it would “restructure
the company’s phone hardware business to
better focus and align resources.” Satya Nadella,
who became chief executive in 2014, is seeking
to reinvigorate a company that had been the
world’s largest but which has lost the leadership
of the tech sector in recent years.— AFP 

Microsoft aims to reboot connections with Windows 10

CAPE CANAVERAL: Scientists have
identified a “close cousin” to Earth that’s
orbiting a sun-like star and might har-
bor life. “It is the closest thing that we
have to another place that somebody
else might call home,” said Jon Jenkins
from NASA’s Ames Research Center in
California. The researchers announced
their discovery Thursday based on
observations from NASA’s Kepler space
telescope. This older, bigger cousin to
Earth is called Kepler-452b. What makes
this planet remarkable is that it orbits its
star at about the same distance that
Earth orbits the sun. What’s more, its
home star looks to be similar to our sun.
Based on what scientists know today,
Jenkins noted it’s the nearest thing to
another Earth-sun twin system.

“Today the Earth is a little less lonely
because there’s a new kid on the block,”
Jenkins said during a news conference.
He led the team that discovered Kepler-
452b. The last Kepler discovery that had

scientists gushing was just over a year
ago. That close-to Earth-size planet,
Kepler-186f, also was in the habitable
zone of its star. But that faint dwarf star
was unlike our sun. John Grunsfeld,
NASA’s science mission chief, empha-
sized that the exoplanet system identi-
fied Thursday - “a pretty good close
cousin to the Earth and our sun” - is the
closest so far. “And I really emphasize
the ‘so far.’ “The planet-hunting Kepler
will keep churning out new discoveries,
Grunsfeld noted, and possibly find even
better matches for “Earth 2.0.”

Kepler was launched in 2009 and
has nearly 5,000 potential exoplanets to
its credit - worlds beyond our solar sys-
tem. It is helping to address such funda-
mental questions as where do we come
from and where are we headed, and
arguably the biggest question of all: Are
we alone in the universe? Grunsfeld
said thanks to Kepler’s latest finding,
we’re taking “one small step in answer-

ing that question today.” While scientists
are uncertain whether Planet 452b is
rocky like Earth, they believe there’s a
better than even chance it is. As for the
age and size, it is about 6 billion years
old, 1.5 billion years older than Earth,
and 60 percent larger in diameter than
our home planet. Its star, Kepler 452, is
also older and bigger, as well as
brighter than our sun.

If the planet is indeed rocky, geolo-
gists believe its mass would be five
times that of Earth and its gravity would
be twice Earth’s. (That’s right, you would
weigh twice as much there.) Its atmos-
phere would be thicker and have more
clouds, and any volcanoes would likely
still be active. Planet 452b takes 385
days to orbit its star, just a little more
than Earth takes for a one-year lap. It’s
just a bit farther from its star than Earth
is from our sun. That’s important
because it makes the planet ripe,
potentially, for liquid water on the sur-

face. And water could mean life. The
planet is in a solar system that is 1,400
light years from our own, located in the
Constellation Cygnus, or swan. “So pack
your bags, it’s a long trip,” joked Jenkins.

Planet 452b is among more than
500 new entries listed in the Kepler
team’s latest catalog of exoplanet candi-
dates released Thursday. Kepler identi-
fies potential planets by looking for
periodic blips against the brightness of
stars - some 150,000 stars to be exact.
Of those 500-plus new potential plan-
ets, 12 are less than twice Earth’s diame-
ter and also orbiting in the so-called
habitable zone of their star, also known
as the just-right Goldilocks zone. Kepler
452b is the first of those 12 to be con-
firmed as a true planet, thanks to
ground observations. Altogether, the
catalog now includes 4,696 exoplanet
candidates. Slightly more than 1,000 of
them - 1,030 - are confirmed to be plan-
ets.— AP 
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WASHINGTON: This NASA image obtained shows a newly discovered exoplanet, Kepler-452b, which comes the closest of any
found so far to matching our Earth-sun system. — AFP 

ANAHEIM: When 29-year-old YouTube star
Meghan Tonjes launched a podcast with
crowd-funding site Patreon a year ago, it was
one of dozens of things the singer-songwriter
was doing to grind out a living online. Today,
it’s paying her rent. Along with posting per-
formance videos on YouTube, touring, selling
songs on iTunes and “vlogging” (video blog-
ging), Tonjes sits down twice a week with her
roommate in Los Angeles to talk about
“Adventures in Roommating.” 

Nearly 100 online patrons donate a total of
close to $700 per podcast, just to listen and
maybe get a shout-out. Tonjes grew her audi-
ence on YouTube, where she has amassed
more than 210,000 followers since 2006. But
collecting a check from her cut of YouTube ad
revenue is no longer her main source of
income. “If YouTube disappeared tomorrow, I
want to know that I can go play shows, do
podcasts and live without being dependent
on one site or one app,” she says.

With YouTube taking about a 45 percent
cut of ad revenue from videos posted on the
site, YouTubers and companies that manage
them are hunting for new ways to make mon-
ey from the audiences they’ve built on the
platform. That will be a big topic of conversa-
tion at VidCon, the annual convention in
Anaheim, California, that kicked off Thursday.
Robert Kyncl, head of content and business
operations at YouTube, welcomes the chal-
lenges to its online dominance, even if other
platforms are enticing creators with better
cuts of revenue. Richer creators will “have
more and better content to publish on
YouTube,” he says. “We don’t live in a world
that is mutually exclusive.” A panoply of ways
to earn money outside of YouTube have
recently emerged.

Other video sites are paying
Facebook announced this month that in

the fall it would start sharing ad revenue with
a select few creators like the NBA, Fox Sports
and Funny or Die. Video-game streaming serv-
ice Twitch already shares subscription revenue
from followers with top gamers, and a site
called YouNow allows online fans to give tips
to talent with coins bought with real money in
live stream forums.

Vessel, a video service launched in January
by former Hulu CEO Jason Kilar, offers creators
15 percentage points more ad revenue share
than YouTube, as well as 60 percent of the $3
per month fee from subscribers who want
days-early access to videos before they show
up elsewhere. Kilar says paying creators more
helps them make higher-quality videos, the
same way subscription revenues help premi-
um pay channels like HBO finance better TV
shows.

Brand-sponsored video
Everything from “unboxing” videos of new

gadgets and how-to videos that show off
teeth-whitening products are providing
YouTubers a solid revenue stream. FameBit, a
Santa Monica startup, launched a marketplace
last year where creators bid on the right to
make brand-sponsored videos, and deals
close for, on average, $500 per video, says
Agnes Kozera, the company’s co-founder and
chief operating officer. Brands usually buy

multiple videos in different genres, from
reviews to funny skits, to see what fits. Also
launching this week is an app called Social
Bluebook, which benchmarks how much cre-
ators should ask for such digital promos,
including on platforms like Instagram and
Twitter. It’s based on existing deals and a cre-
ator’s fan base and their level of engagement.
“We at least want you to have an educated
estimate on what you should be charging,”
says Chad Sahley, the company’s founder and
CEO.

Merchandise, downloads
Two movies starring YouTube sensations

are debuting around VidCon, including
“SMOSH: The Movie,” featuring comedy duo
Ian Hecox and Anthony Padilla, and “The
Chosen,” a horror flick featuring vlogger Kian
Lawley. With limited theatrical runs, both films
are being made available online for $10 on
Friday. They won’t be the first feature films
starring YouTubers and they won’t be the last,
says Barry Blumberg, chief content officer for
SMOSH backer Defy Media. Last year saw the
success of similar films such as “Camp Takota,”
starring Grace Helbig, and “Expelled,” starring
Cameron Dallas.

“Everybody that has already made a movie
in this space is anxious to make another one,”
Blumberg says. FameBit is also venturing into
paid content, launching a talk show series
called “FilterFreeTV” that will sell on iTunes for
$1.99 per episode. YouTube personality Kayla
Lashae, 22, who has made a living for three
years with videos about trying out bags and
testing things like electric toothbrushes, says
it’s a good idea to branch out with the co-
hosting gig. “My overall goal is take my brand
outside of YouTube and move it directly to tel-
evision,” she says.

Going international
Big multichannel networks, which help

YouTube stars get advertising deals, are tying
up and expanding their business abroad. Last
year Disney bought Maker Studios, and AT&T
and Chernin Group purchased Fullscreen. And
earlier this month, German broadcaster
ProSiebenSat.1 merged its Studio71 with
Collective Digital Studio, a Los Angeles-based
network behind such brands as Epic Meal
Time, Video Game High School and Just
Kidding News. Part of the rationale is to take
formats that have worked in Germany, like the
head-to-head video game challenge show,
“Last Man Standing,” and transport them to
different markets with local talent, says CDS
CEO Reza Izad. 

The merger will also help build up advertis-
ing sales forces in countries where consumers
are watching videos that don’t have ads sold
against them. “You want to grow (ad rates)?
You’re going to need to have ad sales forces
globally in marketplaces that have real value,”
Izad says. That means countries like Canada,
and various territories in Europe and else-
where where English language videos travel
well. There are plenty of genres that work in
other markets, like sports, dance, and fashion,
says Peter Csathy, CEO of venture capital firm
Manatt Digital Media Ventures. “Those things
are not language dependent and they’re natu-
rals for international reach,” he says.—AP 
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CALIFORNIA: Photo shows the Microsoft logo in San Francisco, California.
Microsoft announced a net loss of $3.19 billion in the past quarter, blaming a
hefty writedown on the smartphone business it acquired from Nokia. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Social media giants
including Twitter, Yahoo, Facebook and
Google are pushing back against
Senate legislation that would require
them to alert federal authorities of any
terrorist activity, according to industry
and government officials. In private
meetings on Capitol Hill, industry offi-
cials have told lawmakers and congres-
sional staff that they already ban grisly
content like beheadings and alert law
enforcement if they suspect someone
might get hurt, as soon as they are
aware of a threat.

But tech officials also said they worry
that the proposed legislation is too
broad and would potentially put com-
panies on the hook legally if they miss a
tweet, video or blog that hints of an
attack.  They said the result would prob-
ably be a deluge of tips to law enforce-
ment, making it tougher for the govern-
ment to find more valuable information.
Those interviewed by The Associated
Press spoke on condition of anonymity
because of the ongoing debate over the
legislation. Sen Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif,
who is backing the legislation, says

requiring social media companies to tip
off law enforcement to a pending terror-
ist attack makes sense.

“The FBI and the intelligence com-
munity have made it abundantly clear
that the terrorist threat is severe and
increasing, and that those directing,
inspiring and carrying out attacks make
heavy use of social media sites,”
Feinstein told the AP in an emailed
statement. “This provision will help get
potentially actionable information to
the agencies responsible for preventing
attacks, without requiring companies to
take any steps to monitor their sites
they aren’t already taking.”

The tech industry in 2013 faced a
public relations nightmare after former
government analyst Edward Snowden
leaked details of a massive government
surveillance program that relied on their
cooperation. Company officials said the
law gave them no choice but to supply
consumer data and comply with gag
orders that prevented companies from
talking about it. Still, many consumers
and Internet activists were furious that
US businesses had enabled the govern-

ment to spy on their customers, in some
cases even charging the government
administrative fees to do it.

Since then, the tech industry has led
an aggressive public push to limit sur-
veillance requests and increase trans-
parency, adopting more sophisticated
encryption techniques despite opposi-
tion from the Justice Department. Their
primary argument has been that con-
sumers won’t use technology they don’t
trust, and that unnecessary surveillance
would hurt the industry. At the same
time, popular social media sites have
become instrumental in helping terror-
ist groups expand their influence,
despite widespread industry policies
against posting or promoting terrorist-
related content.

The Islamic State group and similar
groups have relied heavily on Twitter
and Facebook to recruit followers, while
militants post beheading videos on sites
like Google’s YouTube, giving an image
the chance to go viral before being shut
down. In 2013, al-Shabab live tweeted
its Westgate shopping mall massacre,
opening up new feeds even after

Twitter shut others down.
“This is not your grandfather’s Al-

Qaeda,” FBI Director James Comey told
the Senate Judiciary Committee this
month. “This is a group of people using
social media to reach thousands and
thousands of followers, find the ones
who might be interested in committing
acts of violence, and then moving them
to an (end-to-end) encrypted messag-
ing app.” The same week as Comey’s
testimony, the Senate Intelligence
Committee endorsed Feinstein’s pro-
posal that would require companies
that spot terrorist activity on their net-
works to alert law enforcement.

Feinstein’s provision, part of the
intelligence authorization bill that still
has to be approved by the Senate, is
almost identical to the law requiring
companies to report child pornogra-
phy. One exception is that Feinstein’s
provision doesn’t say whether or how a
company would be penalized if it fails
to report terrorist activity, whereas a
tech company can be fined for “know-
ingly and willfully” failing  to report an
image of child pornography.— AP 

Could Twitter stop the 

next terrorist attack? 

CALIFORNIA: People make their way to the 6th annual VidCon held at the Anaheim
Convention Center in Anaheim, Calif. —AP 


